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Exercise 1: (Adding TLB to the pipeline) (3× 3 points)
In the construction of the pipelined machine hπ presented in the lecture instruction fetch/decode
is implemented in two hardware stages (stages 1 and 2). The address of the instruction imaπ is
used as a physical, rather than virtual address and no address translation is done:

imatπ =

{
pctπ fullt1
dpctπ otherwise

The construction could be extended to perform a translation of imaπ using a cache called
Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB). Instruction fetch/decode in this case is done in 3 stages (see
Figure 1). To specify the behaviour of this machine we introduce another delayed PC register d2pc,
s.t.:

d2pci+1
σ = dpciσ

tlbaiσ = d2pciσ

imaiσ = tlb(tlbaiσ)

Iiσ = im(imaiσ),

where tlb :: {0, 1}32 7→ {0, 1}32 (consider TLB to be ROM at the moment).
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Figure 1: Pipeline with TLB.
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In the exercise you have to:

1. Provide the control signals for the multiplexors.

2. Prove the correctness of the construction, i.e. prove the following statements. Let I(1, t) = i
and ∀k : inv(k, t) holds. Then

(a) tlbatπ = tlbaiσ

(b) fullt1 =⇒ imatπ = ima
I(2,t)
σ

Exercise 2: (fast stall engine) (4 points)

The stall engine presented in the lecture has a linear delay of O(n), where n is a number
of stages. The reason for this is the following definition of the stall signal for a stage k (with
stalln+1 = 0):

stallk = fullk−1 ∧ (hazk ∨ stallk+1).

So, the signal stall1 depends on all stall signals and has the obvious construction delay (i.e the
length of the longest path) of O(n).

In this exercise you are supposed to construct a stall engine, which computes the signal stallk
for k ∈ [1 : n] with delay O(log(n)).
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